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Adults Only! Get loads of hot steamy yaoi for one amazing price! Own the entire Vampire Slave

series, parts 1-5. The vampire Thalos is intimately linked with Dusty, the leader of the vampire

hunters. You also get the entire Fantastica series, parts 1-6. A sexy demon fights to free his warlock

lover from the powerful demon who controls them both. Also included is the spicy superhero yaoi

one-shot Snatched Hero, the sci-fi demon space love one-shot Tender Master, the touching story

Her Twin Brother, and the Victorian magical schoolboy series Class Mate parts 1 and 2! This is a

huge yaoi bargain! If you purchased all the stories individually it would cost $43.84! What a great gift

for yaoi fans! Just click 'Give as a Gift' to make a yaoi lover happy!
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I haven't read any of these stories, but I have read many stories from Yaoi Press in the past and I've

enjoyed them. Just to clarify, these are short stories, not manga.I held off on buying these stories

because I heard that some of them were only the first chapter, but I'm really happy to get the entire

series of Vampire Slave and Fantastica as well as some oneshots like Her Twin Brother that I've



been interested in.In case you're interested in the formatting of this ebook, there is a table of

contents that allows you to jump to any part of any story. Each part comes with it's original title

cover. (Fantastica 4 doesn't have it's own spot on the table of contents, but rest assured that the

story is included in this set.)

Wow, Yamila is sharing some love with all her fans. I've loved Vampire Slave and its scrumptious

characters for years now. If you haven't figured it out the whole thing is there along with Fantastica

oh man I'm overflowing with happiness at the moment. I love this author and will continue to adore

her work forevermore.

I was really pleased with the volume of content! Most of the time, you pick up a yaoi and it lasts you

a few hours to finish. This bundle includes several multi-volume series, as well as some one-shots,

at least one two volume that I can recall, and lots of intros to other works you must finish reading

elsewhere.Ms Abrham is not simply some prolific fangirl either. She has had some apparent training

in developing her writing skills. Her plot twists are complex enough to keep you guessing how things

will work out, without making the plot tedious. Each story is new material and takes you in a new

direction with a fresh compliment of characters. There's no discernable patterns or formulas (aside

from the bedroom scenes required by the genre), and every title you pick up is a new delight which

leaves you hungry for more!

I have all the aliens bride books and a few other so I figure I would enjoy this bundle but I have to

say I was disappointed. I didn't finish a few of them because I didn't like the characters, specially the

vampire slaves, Daniel was week and always crying so pitiful and the vampire was supposed to be

strong and powerful and for a very old vampire he was to submissive and also a crying baby, I most

say not good for my liking. I'm sorry I spend the movie for this bundle.

I love it that there are so many stories in this one purchase. It saved me a lot of money. Each story

was great and I wouldn't mind buying more books from this author.

Some of these story's are just not there you really get into them because they where just to short.

But others where okay. Well if you like pick up you will save money doings this. you own some them

don't do this. I give this book four stars.
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